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Solid, sophisticated, and athletic, the fun-to-drive Ford Escape delivers agile handling and a
taut, yet supple ride. Its cabin is among the quietest in the class. Overall, this small SUV feels
more substantial than most of the competition. Just keep in mind that it's not the roomiest in
the class or among the most efficient in terms of fuel economy. The sporty character shines
within the first few miles, with handling agility that's reminiscent of a well-honed European car.
The ride is firm, yet composed. Low noise levels give it an edge over the competition and lend
an upscale air. The most popular powertrain, a 1. However, taking about 10 seconds to go from
mph and returning just 23 mpg overall puts the Escape behind its peers. The optional 2. In most
cases, automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the
warranty will be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much
warranty is left. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Ford Escape
owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle.
Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain
or timing belt. Ford replaced with new engine. Dealer was not allowed to troubleshoot the
cause. Took it to the dealer. Vehicle currently in dealership having a new and different engine
installed. Apparently, there was a recall for this problem which the dealer checked for in
January and found no issues. Fortunately, I was able to and smart enough to recognize an
engine light needs immediate attention. It took me 5 days to get an appointment Wednesday
-Monday. Ford refused to cover it, though chat boards show several others have had a similar
problem. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device
interface e. I can access the MP3 player as a source option, but usually the car does not
respond to additional voice commands well. The response is sporadic where sometimes the car
finds the requested music and at other times it does not. The car loses the connection often
during calls. Some days the phone connects and stays connected. Often the car will drop the
cell phone connection even when not in use. The only good thing is I talk a lot less on the
phone although it's a hands-free connection. The bad thing is I can lose a call and become
disconnected at any time without notice. Then I have to manually reconnect my phone while
driving not good. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or
moldings, rust. Showed a gap. Fabric did not tuck under the roof handles. Dealer replace the
entire roof liner under warranty. Local Ford shop fixed but it is outside instead of inside frame
cover. Will be addressed after pandemic. It had gaps where water leaked between seal and
windshield. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Had to be towed.
Dealer took care of problem. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. Very
reluctant to downshift under most conditions even when it can't hold speed on inclines. Has to
be manually overridden with shift lever. Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. The dealer topped it off and about a week later it was back at the add
mark. Took it back to service and they did a pressure test. They said they did not find any leak
or do anything else to the vehicle. After that the loss of coolant didn't appear to be as quick as
before not sure why. However I still was losing coolant. Took it back to the dealer and they
performed another pressure test, again claimed they found no leaks. Told the service manager I
was not happy. He contacted Ford hotline and they advised the service tech to perform the
coolant pressure test after the engine was at operating temperature. They found a small leak at
hose fitting that was leaking unto the transmission. The rate of the leak was small so that it did
not show up under the vehicle. I have driven it for 6, miles since that time and have not had to
add coolant. It may be still going down very slightly but kind of hard to tell at this point.
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Antilock system
ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake
failure or wear. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper
motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Power or manual windows, locks and latches,
tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof,
convertible top. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering
linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance,
springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Reactivate
now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in
error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In.
Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Ford Escape Change Vehicle. See All. Owner

Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance.
Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement
straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a
standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is
determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from Side and head protection air bags available, standard from ESC
available from , standard from Drive Wheels. AWD , Front. Coverage varies among versions of
this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available.
Engines Available. What Owners Say. Cylinder head "Cracked cylinder. External music device
interface e. Loose interior trim or moldings "Plastic trim on top of dashboard, by windshield,
was not properly fastened. Air or water leaks "Water leak was related to bad windshield seal.
Exhaust manifold "Appears to have a leak.. Engine computer "Engine overheated and car
stalled on highway. Slipping transmission "Transmission has slow shifts, both up and down.
Antifreeze leaks "After having the vehicle for a month I noticed that the engine coolant was
below the add mark. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory?
Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift.
You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. The Ford Focus is a well-rounded and
competent small car. It's available in a variety of flavors, including a no-frills commuter

machine, a high-performance hatchback and, yes, even as an EV. The core appeal of the Ford
Focus, however, remains its comfortable ride along with enjoyable handling and a quiet interior.
We also like the the available Sync 3 infotainment system. It's fast and powerful and supports
Android Auto and Apple CarPlay, ensuring your commute won't lack entertainment. On the
downside, the Focus' rear seating is tighter than its competitors', and the available 1. Certain
rivals best the Focus in these areas, but we think it's worth a look if you're shopping for a small
sedan or hatchback. The Ford Focus is a front-wheel-drive compact economy car that is
available as a sedan or hatchback. It comes in a variety of styles and trim levels. The core starts
with the bare-bones S , which is followed by the budget-conscious SE , the well-equipped SEL
and the top-of-the-line Titanium. Adjacent to these trims is an electric variant that is called,
simply, Electric. The performance-oriented ST and high-performance RS , which have more
powerful engines and aggressive suspension tuning, are reviewed separately. The base S trim
is available only as a sedan and employs a 2. A five-speed manual transmission is standard,
and a six-speed automatic is optional. One step up is the SE , which is available as a hatchback
or sedan. The hatchback comes with the 2. Standard SE equipment includes inch alloy wheels,
cruise control, power rear windows, a trip computer, a front center armrest, rear air vents and a
six-speaker sound system. Available options include a Cold Weather package adds heated
mirrors and heated front seats and steering wheel. SE trims equipped with the 1. A inch wheel
upgrade is also available with this package. The SEL trim is available as a sedan or hatchback.
Standard equipment includes inch wheels, daytime running lights, foglights, a sunroof, ambient
interior lighting, dual-zone automatic climate control, rear proximity sensors, an 8-inch
entertainment screen with Sync 3 includes Android Auto and Apple CarPlay support , two USB
charging ports and a speaker Sony stereo system. Options include the aforementioned Cold
Weather package and navigation with satellite radio. The Focus Titanium has the highest level
of standard equipment. Its exterior wears a different style of inch wheel and chrome exterior
trim. The interior gets leather-trimmed seats, four-way adjustable headrests, eight-way
power-adjustable driver seat, a leather-wrapped shift knob, rear center armrest, seatback map
pockets and remote start. While the Cold Weather package is standard, an optional Titanium
Technology package adds automatic high beams, blind-spot monitoring with cross-traffic alert,
and lane departure warning. As you might guess, the hatchback-only Focus Electric is powered
by an electric motor hp, lb-ft of torque that runs through a single-speed automatic transmission.
EPA-estimated range is miles. It's equipped similarly to the Titanium trim but boasts xenon
headlights and restyled taillights. Leather-trimmed seats are optional. Each vehicle typically
comes in multiple versions that are fundamentally similar. The ratings in this review are based
on our full test of the Ford Focus SE turbo 1. Our findings remain broadly applicable to this
year's Focus. Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Advanced driver safety aids available on top Titanium trim only. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Which Focus does Edmunds recommend? The
SEL hatchback with the 2. The Sync 3 infotainment system alone is almost worth the upgrade,
bringing Android Auto and Apple CarPlay integration so you can skip the optional navigation
upgrade. You'll appreciate the hatchback's dual-zone climate control, rear parking sensors and
large cargo area. The 1. Overall rating 6. Read more. Driving 7. Flooring the accelerator is often
required to keep up with traffic. The transmission is generally well-behaved. Handling is very
good for the class. Acceleration 5. Turbocharger adds a little moxie at lower engine speeds â€”
emphasis on "little. Zero to 60 mph took a leisurely Braking 7. The pedal feel is intuitive in
everyday usage, and the Focus brakes easily and reassuringly. In a simulated-panic stop from
60 mph, this example covered feet, an average performance given its economy-biased tires.
Steering 7. The Focus has light and rather numb steering good for parking , but it's also
responsive and confidence-inspiring by class standards. The car feels eager, not reluctant, to
change direction, and the steering is a big part of that. Handling 8. Body roll is notable but

expected. What's not expected is the verve of this car on a winding road. Ford has tuned the
suspension masterfully, imbuing even this economy-minded model with a playful,
light-on-its-feet character. Drivability 6. Recent revisions to the dual-clutch automatic
transmission make it feel mostly normal, but the gas pedal is clearly tuned for eking out every
last drop of gas. If you want to make meaningful progress, mashing it is your only option.
Comfort 7. The Focus sedan's compliant ride and quiet cabin make it a segment favorite for
relaxed cruising. The hard door armrests with perfunctory fabric trim detract from the
experience, but this is still one of the most comfortable cars in its price range â€” for front
passengers, at least. Seat comfort 6. The front seats are rather nondescript but prove
supportive in regular use, even on longer trips. The thinly padded armrests are disappointing.
The rear seats themselves are pleasant enough, but there's a shortage of rear legroom. Ride
comfort 8. Despite the Focus' advanced age, its suspension is quite possibly the segment's
best at absorbing imperfections. The car rarely feels unsettled. It's as if you're gliding over the
road, except there's a consistent sense of control. The Focus is a class leader in noise
insulation. Many economy cars let in ample wind and road noise, but the Focus largely keeps it
at bay. This test car did not have the engine-drone issue we noted in the manual-transmission
model. Interior 6. The stylized dashboard puts most controls close by, but the tiny central
display screen is about the same size as the trip computer. Buttons can be hard to differentiate
at a glance, while the snug back seat is bested by those of most rivals. Unlike the chassis, the
cabin is showing its age. Ease of use 6. Most controls fall readily to hand. We like the air flow
interface's human pictogram, but many buttons look the same. The central display screen is
exceptionally small, though still legible. It's functional but a bit behind the times. The doors are
tall but compact, easing access in tight spots. The front seats are mounted pleasantly high for
graceful entrances. Roominess 6. The front row has enough space for larger occupants but
adjusts well to a wide range of physiques. Rear legroom is unusually sparse for this class; most
rivals offer noticeably more. Rear headroom may also be tight for tall passengers. Visibility 7.
The thin front roof pillars afford an expansive view through turns. The view over the hood is
likewise generous. The standard rearview camera compensates for the Focus sedan's high
rump, taking the guesswork out of parking. Utility 6. Trunk capacity is slightly above average at
The rear seatbacks fold flat, but the pass-through could be more generous. Interior storage is
so-so; you'll find a place to stash your phone, but Ford doesn't make it easy. Scorecard Overall
6. Write a review See all 32 reviews. Having bought the car in March of and driven 15, miles ,
both highway and in town, we are still extremely pleased with its performance, comfort, and
trouble free performance. The automatic dct transmission performs flawlessly. Acceleration in
traffic is smooth and quick. MPG ranges from 36 to We are satisfied Ford customers. Just got
my Ford Focus SE. Its awesome. The handling the pick up the comfort just amazing. I have own
other Ford Focuses and will be staying with them. If they are well cared for they last forever.
When I traded in my older focus for this one it had over , miles and was still going strong. Love
this car for the looks and MPG. Scott M. After test driving the SE vs. SEL adds fog lights, black
bezel headlights, 17" rims that dress up the black color with black painted rims with just enough
chrome to make them look sporty, 8" touch screen sync 3, 4 wheel disc brakes, heated cloth
seats, heated steering wheel, ambient lighting that you can change the color, Sony sound
system with 10 speakers including a nice size sub-woofer in the back. The sync 3 is worth the
extra cost alone. Bought this car in black and had the side and back windows tinted to Car is
very sporty and I get compliments on it often. The ride is not harsh but stiff enough to feel
stable and safe. I can stretch out my 6' 1" frame and do not feel cramped at all. The car is not a
speed merchant by any stretch but when needed it gets the job done. I did not buy it for speed.
The mileage I get on this car far exceeds the EPA estimates. The car rides smooth for a small
car and is quiet at all speeds. Could not be happier. Read less. Well I just bought it with only 18
miles on it. Drives really good. I have no complaints so far. I really like the Focus and hope it
lasts me awhile. Will do an update later on it once I drive it some more Update : Well the car has
13, miles on it now. I am averaging about I just have the base s model with automatic
transmission. I can tell you that I miss not having a cruise control. It gets a little aggravating on
long road trips but I manage. The front seats are not the most comfortable on long trips. See all
32 reviews of the Used Ford Focus. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Please call now to reserve your
test drive appointment!! Odometer is miles below market average! Please contact seller first for
vehicle availability. Visit -- online. Oil and filter changed. Warranty only applicable to vehicles
that are not certified by a manufacturer. A copy of the warranty is available for review at the
dealership. Prices do not include government fees, taxes, any finance charges, any dealer

document processing charge, any electronic filing charge, or any emission testing charge. Shop
thousands of 'nearly-new' one- to four-year old cars. Great Quality : Low-mileage cars with no
reported accidents verified by CarFax and most are still under the original factory warranty. Buy
your vehicle online with our fast and hassle-free experience, and we will ship it for you to our
Greenville Delivery Center! Based on the excellent condition of this vehicle, along with the
options and color, this Ford Escape is sure to sell fast. Our certified mechanics renew every car
so only the Finest used cars make it through our rigorous multi-point inspection. We have
financing experts on hand, so no matter your situation, we can help you get the perfect car with
a payment you can afford. Our sales department is open seven days a week. Plus tax, title and
license. See dealer for Stock Numbers. Price contains all applicable dealer incentives and
non-limited factory rebates. You may qualify for additional rebates; see dealer for details. Dont
Pay More! Many dealers will surprise you with hidden fees that are additional to the advertised
price. This does not happen at OffLeaseOnly. You can even skip the dealership all together if
you wish. We have Four State-of-the-Art locations throughout Florida and we can't wait to help
you save thousands on your next purchase! Start shopping online now at OffLeaseOnly. Our
Professional Sales Consultants are the friendliest anywhere! We have financing for everyone
that is fast and EASY! We will get you the best rate available for ALL types of credit! We also
have an in-house financing department for challenged credit! We LOVE trades, all trades no
matter what it is! Did you know we ship nationwide??! Now customers coast to coast can take
advantage of our low prices! Ask us for more details! Visit our online showroom at Recent
Arrival! Premier Automotive Inc. Some of the options and equipment listed on the window
sticker may no longer be available on this vehicle. The dealership will not be responsible for any
inaccurate information about a vehicle. It is the customer's sole responsibility to verify any and
all information listed online as all of this information is provided to us by a third party such as
Monroney labels, auctions and other sources. Vehicles are listed online the same day of
purchase, at times vehicles are either in transit or going through service. We advise all
customers to set up an appointment or at least call ahead of time to confirm the availability of
the vehicle. Your local manufacturer's franchise dealership should repair any open recalls less
then 10 years old, free of charge. Buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and
fees in the state the vehicle will be registered. We reserve the right to end this listing at any time
should the vehicle no longer be available for sale and the sales prices are subject to change
without notice. Big Star Ford is very proud to offer this beautiful Ford Escape. Stop by today for
an exceptional car buying experience. After the sale of a vehicle, it may take up to 72 hours for a
vehicle to be removed from this site. Please verify the accuracy of the vehicle's information with
the dealership and sales manager. Price does not include tax, title, license fees, or dealer
installed items. It is the sole responsibility of the customer to check for installed items and
availability of vehicles. All efforts are made to ensure accurate listings, but errors do occur.
Please see dealer for more details. At EchoPark, shop thousands of "nearly-new" one to
four-year old, low mileage vehicles. Most are still under the original factory warranty. Discover
how buying nearly new gets you the same benefits associated with buying new - and gives you
that new car feel without the new car price. Wheels: 19" Bright-Machined Aluminum -inc: luster
nickel-painted spokes and pockets, Voice-Activated Touchscreen Navigation System -inc:
pinch-to-zoom capability, SiriusXM Traffic and Travel Link subscription required , SiriusXM
Traffic and Travel Link subscription required , SiriusXM audio and data services each require a
subscription sold separately, or as a package, by Sirius XM Radio subscription required Inc, If
you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will
automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment
method at then-current rates, Fees and taxes apply, To cancel you must call SiriusXM at , See
SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at Auto Boutique is proud to offer excellent,
pre-owned vehicles. With our no haggle pricing policy you can be sure you're getting the best
deal possible on every car as they already discounted and thousands below market value.
Buying a car from us is easy. Give us a call to confirm if we are partnered with your lender. Visit
our web site to fill out an application for a quick and easy approval. Thank you for considering
Auto Boutique for your next vehicle purchase. See carmax. At CarMax, finding the right car is
easy. You can shop online, get pre-approved for financing, and receive a trade-in offer all from
the comfort of home. See store for details. Some fees are location specific and may change if
you transfer this vehicle to a different CarMax store. Certain vehicles may have unrepaired
safety recalls. Check nhtsa. Inventory shown here is updated every 24 hours. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles
for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price
and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 6. Cylinders
4 cylinders 7, 3 cylinders 1, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added

listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Five Star Dealer. Price
Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 12, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Get One Before They're
Gone! He got the small car but there was a Escape that was just coming in from test drive I
asked to drive it as I liked the look of it. Wow I really liked the sporty drive. Since that time I
researched about 20 small SUV and drove 5 of them. Ford has been refining and improving this
model for many years and it shows in drive and quality. I found some of the other best seller
"perceived" high quality SUV's to be a disappointment in my driving experience and negative
reviews by some owners were shocking. Edmunds calls out lack of interior quality, dated and
dash, and poor fuel economy. I disagree. Quality looks good to me. I like the dash layout
including cluster, radio and screen setup, and big well placed air vents
2005 f150 stereo wiring diagram
2013 hyundai santa fe hitch
yamaha banshee headlight
to cool down quickly. I average 23mpg zipping around town including short off and on Frwy
ramps. I haven't taken a road trip yet. It's worth it to me to have the acceleration available when I
need it. I find it is often safer to have the ability to speed up to merge or avoid a situation than
just hope others avoid me. I mostly drive in regular mode but drop to sport mode on some
Freeway ramps with the big circular entrance ramp and also if slogging in slow Freeway Traffic
to bring the RPM from to for better response. It works, I just don't like it,and if you are trying to
cool down or heat up the car you wont like it either. I have read that other vehicles don't allow
you to turn it off. I understand the totally redesigned Escape comes out soon. I hope that all
works out, but I'm glad I got mine and with the current BIG discounts off MSRP I don't believe
you can get a better vehicle for the price or anything close to it that will cost many thousands
more. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

